
The Super Dragin
A supercharged wetvac that never burns out.

®

Designed and Made In Australia



`

Increase operator safety as it is electricity-free.Reduce the use of expensive absorbents.

Remove the need for manual bucketing.Simplify how you manage and dispose of liquid waste.

Be able to collect solids such as metal chip at the bottom of tanks.

Remove that liquid quickly 
making your job easier.

Clean up and contain liquid faster and more easily. Have a wetvac that will NEVER burn out.

Have no more blocked transfer pumps.

A compressed-air powered wet vacuum that will help you collect liquid faster, 
make those annoying clean-up jobs simple and save you time. It is designed
to clean up non-flammable liquid, sludge and slurry, oil including solids such as metal 
chip, rocks and other debris that normal pumps and vacuums can’t handle.

WITH THE SUPER DRAGIN YOU WILL



Any liquid, any time, 
anywhere. Just add air.

YOU AND YOUR TEAM CAN DO JOBS LIKE THESE 

FASTER AND MORE EASILY:

Cleaning out machine sumps and sucking up waste oil, coolant or diesel.

Removing liquid out of pits, traps, sumps, bunding and bilges.

Cleaning up liquid spills fast and efficiently, reducing the use of absorbents.

Cleaning out water tanks and gully traps.

Vacuuming up concrete slurry.

Cleaning up mud and sludge after floods.

Vacuum liquid in and then 
pump it out with ease.

The Super Dragin is used by companies such as:



CPT Engineering uses the Super Dragin Pump to make cleaning up liquid 
spills and vacuuming out coolant and metal chip from their machine sumps, 

faster and easier.



It is simple to use.
The drum kit in action. 



Reliability that 
outclasses the rest.
It is a wet vacuum that will last for years. The Super Dragin 
has no moving parts, it only has air passing through it 
and so is service-free. This means that there
is nothing to block or burnout.

Includes a 
5-year warranty

Reversa knob 
Convert from vacuum 
to pump mode.

Silencer cap
Designed to reduce
operating noise.

Aluminium body
Hard anodised for 
superior protection

Drum connection
3/4 inch BSP

Float valve
Cuts off the vacuum
when the drum is full.

Slide valve
On/Off control 

1/4 inch BSP



Simple liquid collection
Vacuum in

Never block or burn out
Only air passes through the pump which 
means it won’t get blocked or burnt out.

Supercharged
It creats a supercharged vacuum 
that quickly cleans up the mess.

Fast cleaning
Clean up faster and get back to the

more important jobs you have.

The Super Dragin quickly 
sucks all of the air out of the 

drum. Only air passes 
through the Super Dragin.

As the air is sucked out 
of the drum a vacuum is 
created within the drum.

The vacuum in the drum pulls the 
liquid and solids through the hose 

collecting the liquid quickly.
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Once the drum gets full of liquid a 
shuttle valve in the Super Dragin shuts 
off the pump so you won’t overfill the 

drum.
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Your clean-up job is done quickly and 

easily.
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Fast liquid transfer
Pump out

Switching to the pump out 
mode causes the Super 
Dragin (Pump) to safely 
pressurises the drum.

The pressure inside the 
drum forces the liquid 

out of the drum.

The fluid flows through the hose 
and out.
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3
Your clean-up job is done quickly and 

easily.
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Safely pressurised
The Super Dragin (Pump) applies no more

 than 50Kpa of pressure in the drum.

Easy liquid transfer
It does it all for you. Just reverse the knob

and pump out the liquid.

Job done
Spend less time cleaning up.



Reversa Models (Vacuum in and pump out)

Super Dragin (Pump) mini
Mini/small spill clean-up and 
liquid collection and transfer. 

Super Dragin (Pump) Plus
Medium/large spill clean-up and 

liquid collection and transfer.

Basic Models (Vacuum in)

Super Dragin mini
Mini/small spill clean-up and

 liquid collection.

Super Dragin Plus
Medium/large spill clean-up

 and liquid collection.



The maximum PRESSURE within the drum will be up to:

You will be able to vacuum up to:

With a vertical lift of up to:

You will be able to pump out up to:

With a vertical lift of up to:

Super Dragin mini
A supercharged vacuum designed 

for smaller compressors.

Super Dragin Plus
A supercharged vacuum designed 

for larger compressors.

The maximum VACUUM within the drum will be up to:

Your compressor needs to have a FREE AIR DELIVERY capacity of:

17 CFM (481 Lpm) @ 100 PSI
(9 CFM (255 Lpm) minimum)

(Depending on the brand, this is usually 
a compressor with at least 5.5hp.)

30 CFM (850 Lpm) @ 100 PSI
(25 CFM (707 Lpm) minimum)

(Depending on the brand, this is usually 
a compressor with at least 13hp.)

105 L/min 150 L/min 

2.5 M 3.5 M 

DOES NOT PUMP OUT DOES NOT PUMP OUT

DOES NOT PUMP OUT DOES NOT PUMP OUT

-10.5 inHg (-35.5 kPa) -14 inHg (-47.4 kPa)

N/A N/A

Your compressor needs to have a FREE AIR DELIVERY capacity of:

Super Dragin (Pump) mini
A supercharged vacuum designed 

for smaller compressors.

Super Dragin (Pump) Plus
A supercharged vacuum designed

for larger compressors.

You will be able to vacuum up to:

17 CFM (481 Lpm) @ 100 PSI
(The pump out function may not work 

correctly if the flow rate is less than 17CFM)

(Depending on the brand, this is usually 
a compressor with at least 5.5hp.)

30 CFM (850 Lpm) @ 100 PSI
(The pump out function may not work 

correctly if the flow rate is less than 30CFM)

(Depending on the brand, this is usually 
a compressor with at least 13hp.)

105 L/min 

With a vertical lift of up to:

150 L/min 

Technical Specifications

You will be able to pump out up to:

2.5 M 3.5 M 

With a vertical lift of up to:

50 L/min 105 L/min 

The maximum VACUUM within the drum will be up to:

2.0 M 3.0 M 

The maximum PRESSURE within the drum will be up to:

-10.5 inHg (-35.5 kPa) -14 inHg (-47.4 kPa)

5 inHg (17.2 kPa) 12.2 inHg (41.3 kPa)

These values were measured using water and the standard kits. Note that actual performance may vary depending on the fluid which is being collected, vertical lift and the length and diameter of hose being used.

BASIC MODELS (Vacuum in) REVERSA MODELS (Vacuum in and pump out)



2m of 32mm vacuum hose

Wand + crevice tool 
+ small vacuum head

Drum adaptor kit

200L metal drum 
& dolly

NOT included
in the kit.

4m of 38mm vacuum hose

Super Dragin (Pump) Plus

Chrome wand

Squeegee head

200L metal drum 
& dolly

NOT included 
in the kit.

What is in the box.
The Super Dragin (Pump) mini - Reversa Drum Kit

What is in the box.
The Super Dragin (Pump) Plus - Reversa Drum Kit

Drum adaptor kit

Super Dragin (Pump) mini

Click or scan to watch

Click or scan to watch

The Super Dragin mini - 
Standard drum kit includes 

the same accessories.

The Super Dragin Plus - 
Standard drum kit includes 

the same accessories.

http://www.superdragin.com.au
http://www.superdragin.com.au


What you need to set it up
1 - THE RIGHT COMPRESSOR
It is important to ensure that the compressor you have has the correct free air delivery 

capacity that is shown on the pump technical specifications page. Air flow is king 

when it comes to the best performance of a Super Dragin. You should be able to find 

your compressor’s capacity rating on its name plate. The Dragin Pump will run off 80-

100PSI. It is recommended that you do not go above 100PSI when using the Super 

Dragin as this may cause the drum to implode.

2 - A VACUUM CONTAINER (DRUM)
The Super Dragin can be used with any container which has a 3/4 inch BSP and 2 inch 

BSP threaded inlet at the top and can handle the vacuum of the pump. We normally 

recommend using round containers such as drums as the vacuum may actually cause 

rectangular containers to implode. You can use any size drum ranging from 60L - 200L 

and we recommend using undamaged heavy-gauge drums to ensure that they do not 

implode during use.

3 - AIRLINE AND FITTINGS
Having the right size fittings and airline is critical to ensuring that the Super Dragin 

pump operates at its full potential. We recommend using quick release nitto fittings 

for all air line collections and to not use anything less than 1/4 inch. A standard 3/8 

inch airline will allow the pump to work at its rated performance. If you need to add a 

regulator onto the airline to reduce the pressure to 100PSI please ensure that it has a 

flow rate capacity greater than the Super Dragin requires. 



Simplify your job.
Stop wasting time and money with burnt-out electric vacs, blocked 
pumps, manual bucketing or expensive absorbents. Make collection 

and transfer of liquid, spill clean-up and liquid waste management and 
disposal simple for you and your team.

Not sure if it will work for your application? We offer a 30-day trial 
period. Give it a try and if it doesn’t do what you need it to do then just 

let us know and send it back, in as-new condition, for a full refund.

+61 (02) 4324 0899  sales@n-p-e.com.au

Unit 2/4 Comserv Close, West Gosford, NSW 2250

Sold By:


